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Design Thesis
HALLMARK WELLNESS
Design elements in the built and natural environment influence how humans react 
in a space. 
Penetrating light proves to increase wellness in valuable time. 
Quality illuminance in health care areas result in higher health outcomes. 
An enriched environment for continuous care with natural elements and human 
life are unifying to extend wellness. 
Thesis Abstract
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HealthcareHealthcare
How does quality light in architecture best contribute 
                  to human well being?
Continuous healthcare community building to support patients 
recovering from chronic illnesses with a hallmark support team to 
improve human wellness.
Project Typology
This comprehensive thesis project concentrates on a center that provides a community of care for 
the continuous wellness for humans after an illness. 
The functions of the building will be used by citizens of Omaha, Nebraska  in need of any health 
care to reach back to their previous life. 
Medical and support staff will also service the building.
Light can alter the outcome of human wellbeing. High 
quality light projected into a space can positively 
influence wellness aspects. Architecture makes a 
difference in personal results.
Higher qualities of light can bring higher qualities of 
human wellbeing. According to an article in Medical 
Construction & Design, “The quality of the lighting can 
have a positive impact on the environment in hospital’s 
public, clinical and administrative spaces” (Fong, & 
MacLeod, 2011). Illumination throughout architecture 
can bring positive and negative care aspects. This 
variable of light affects human wellbeing with possible 
health outcomes.
Well designed quality light brings positive outcomes 
to overall human wellbeing. Light in architecture is a 
considerable element to exist in health care facilities.
Theoretical Premise/Unifying Idea
To improve the quality of life brings out passion and gives 
integrity to a project. All humans have some compassion for the 
well being of others. Bringing together components of natural 
elements in light and human life are unifying qualities. There is a 
need for a space to treatment for multidisciplinary, multi-income, 
and multi-diverse patients. This project respects the changes in 
America’s healthcare distribution.
Project Justification
Omaha, NebraskaOmaha, Nebraska
Site
Midwest, United States
I looked to the Midwest because the people have a strong work ethic and 
live their lives with passion. 
North Downtown
City of Omaha
This type of project develops in a natural space. A place with community, illuminating sunlight 
and creative landscapes. Cities with a large medical center and health care community is also 
a necessary. Omaha, Nebraska has all these qualities. Omaha has hospitals that are more than 
adequate and is advancing as a healthcare community. There are universities and research 
institutions to nurture new medical break throughs.
WellbeingWellbeing
WellnessWellness
Quality LightQuality Light
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ArchitectureArchitecture
HealthcareHealthcare
PoliticsPolitics
Dalseth Dental Clinic
Location:  Apple Valley, MN
Size:  7,000 sf
Design Team:            
Tim Alt, AIA
Roger Cummelin
Chad Healy, Assoc. AIA
Lou Rovo Center for Brain Health
Location:  Las Vegas, Nevada
Size:  85,180 sf / 60,000 total building area
Design Team:            
Gehry Partners
Kentish Town Health Centre
Location:  London, United Kingdom
Size: 36,942 Sq.ft.
Design Team:            
Allford Hall Monaghan Morris
Rehabilitation Centre Groot Klimmendaal
Location:  The Netherlands
Size: 14,000 sf
Design Team:            
Koen van Velsen
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Transforming site aspects with research...
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Evidence Based Design

Solution
Hallmark Wellness
An enriched environment of quality 
light for continuous medical care
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Details and Materials
Architectural concrete reinforced with steel is combined with a 
glue-laminated wood truss system 
Operable windows promote natural ventilation
Central Section
Green roofGreen roof
Double Skin on EastDouble Skin on East
Rain water collectionRain water collection
Natural VentilationNatural Ventilation
North Outdoor Area
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Pursue healthcare architecture and continue to learn about design
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